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Based on a national survey of hundreds of teenage girls, Jeff Feldhahn and Eric Rice give young

men insight into the hearts and minds of teen girls while opening the way to healthier relationships

between guys and girls, both now and in their future.
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"The authors interviewed or surveyed over a thousand teenage girls to understand how they think

about and relate to boys. They distilled their findings into six surprising truths that will help young

men understand teenage girls better, feel more confident in relating to them, and recover more

quickly when their relationships are painful or frustrating. Kelly Dolan's outstanding performance

reaches out to teenage boys without sounding like he's trying too hard or talking down to them.

Toning down the book's social science and Christian foundations with his own boyishness, he is the

perfect choice to deliver these stabilizing insights and suggestions. This is an outstanding collection

of guidance and reassurance that all boys and girls entering the teen years should hear."Â T.W.Â 

Â© AudioFile Portland, Maine

Jeff Feldhahn is an attorney by training and an entrepreneur by inclination. He received his law

degree from Harvard and has worked at law firms in New York and Atlanta specializing in corporate

law and nonprofit organizations. Jeff is the president and CEO of World2one, a tech company that



he helped found in 1999. He is also a founding partner at FSB Legal Services, a unique partnership

of high-skill, independent, entrepreneurial attorneys who enjoy the challenge of working as a

â€œvirtual law firmâ€• for major corporate clients. Jeff and and his wife, Shaunti, are active leaders in

their church, and lead a small group for married couples. They make their home in Atlanta with their

two young children. Eric Rice is the owner/director/producer of 44 Films. Eric lives in Atlanta area

with his wife, Lisa, and their four teenage children.

I run a young men's youth group for 14-17 year olds called 'Wisdom Seekers' and, most any guys

that age are extremely puzzled by and trying to figure out women ( though I'm not sure that ever

really goes away!). I bought a copy for each of the guys and we did about a chapter a week. It was

written in a way that was very approachable to them, and, based on the discussions we would have

at the end of each chapter they (I should say we) all learned some good and helpful things. I think

all of them came away realizing that if they just relax, be confident in who they are, take the time to

really listen, and (without going into all the details) try to display several other similarly achievable

traits, they can interact with the opposite sex in a way that will help them find the right person.

This is only for convinced christians who want to have the bible dictate their life. I doubt this "Guide"

does anything good for anyone else.I have been disappointed throughout. The statistics cited are

certainly far from being representative (I guess the youngsters questioned are from the same

churches the authors frequent; there are no hints as to who was quenstioned or any scientific

methods). Further it is quite certain, it only represents the authors opinion.If you want something like

a thinly disguised bible course buy it. For all others leave it.

This is a brilliant book for teenage guys.It helps teenage guys understand girls so it helps them

improve their situations with girls.There arent enough books for the young guys.Most of the books

are for the adult guys.I love how this book came about.Research that needed to be done.Its about

time.These authors got it right.Great teamwork.This is THE book that all teenage guys need.It

explains the myths,the misunderstandings and the confusion that young guys experience.Its the

right book for them.It takes them through the whole processs and explains things sensibly and with

a little bit of humour too.This book should be part of the school curriculum.It should given out to

them at school with all the other school books.Every young guy should have this book.I'm glad I

read it.It reminded me of my teenage years.Back then we had to ask our older brothers and even or

dad's for advice.This book has it all here.Give this book to a teenage guy as a gift.He will appreciate



it.If you are going to buy a book for your own teenage son buy this book first.Its going to be one

they'll remember and treasure.I gave this book 5 stars because thats the highest score here.

I'm married and not in dating market. Bought this to review for my sons and it is a great book. Wish I

had this when I was young and dating. It would have been a fantastic help.

For Young Men Only is a good book for guys about girls. Here is the description from the book:"Just

for guys...the inside scoop on girlsfrom the girls themselves.Okay, the authors aren't girls. But to

bring you the facts they surveyed more than 1,000 of them. Every teen guy wants to know how girls

are wired, what they want, and how they really think...Or at least how to talk to a girl without feeling

like an idiot.Here's your chance to find out."I was pleasantly surprised that this wasn't the typical

dating (I Kissed Dating Goodbye)or sexual purity (Every Young Man's Battle: Strategies for Victory

in the Real World of Sexual Temptation (The Every Man Series)) book like most material written for

teenage guys. Instead, a guy is given scientific research on what girls think and how they operate.

The authors interviewed 1,000 girls and compiled their answers to write this book. The result is a

book that enlightens guys on the alien sex written in a way a guy can understand.This information is

given for the purpose of helping guys improve relationships with girls. This isn't just about improving

boyfriend/girlfriend relationships, but any relationship with a girl. This could help a guy's relationship

with a sister, friend, or even a mom. It also helps fellas who want to deepen a friendship with a

lady.We used this book in a guys study with high school age guys. Everyone benefited from reading

the book. I enjoyed that the sole focus wasn't dating or sexual purity. Those topics are mentioned in

a round-about way, but in the context of how girls think and act. We even brought in the girls, who

were going through the other book for girls only, to see if what the book said was true. The girls and

guys were shocked to find out how different they really were... it was funny.Overall, a solid book for

any guy wanting to understand females.

I bought this book for my teenage son. He is just starting to think about girls and dating - some of his

friends already are interested in girls. This is an excellent book. It discusses dating and girls from a

Christian standpoint. It discusses ALL topics in an easy to read, straight forward manner. It even

has survey research included in it. I bought this book AFTER I read Only for Woman and Only for

Men books for adults and love them as well. I was excited to see a book like this geared toward

teenage boys. Highly, highly, highly recommend this book for anyone with a teenage boy.



Even though the book is written for teens, I think anyone up until their mid-20s can learn about

opposite gender of similar age. Chapter "When Girls Stop Making Sense" was definitely the most

useful one for me. The one with most insight. Before when girls stopped making sense, I would

freak out and panic. Now I feel more confident and my gf is starting to appreciate this too.If you're

sick of all the "pick up" material like I was, give this a go. Finally I felt this book was referring to

another human being (albeit of other sex) rather than something that needed to be "picked up". As a

result of this book I feel I have a more honest connection with my gf.
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